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A bit about us...

Dirty Rigger® produces gloves and accessories 
which combine durability and comfort with a style 

which has attracted a worldwide fan base. We select 
the best possible materials to ensure durability, with 

a design based around speci�c user requirements. 
Our products are designed speci�cally to serve 
professionals working in the Outdoor Events, 
Rigging, Theatrical and TV / Filmset industries, 

amongst many others.



®

Union Jack
embossed

knuckle
padding

Writable
ID tag 

Stretched 4 way 
fabric

for �exible
movement

 Neoprene
knuckle padding

Rounded �ngertips
to prevent

splitting

ALSO AVAILABLE
IN FINGERLESS

ALSO AVAILABLE
IN FRAMER

Comfort Fit™ Rigger Glove
Comfortable durability

Proud
British
Brand

The above chart is intended only as a general 
comparison across the Dirty Rigger® range.

DEXTERITY          7

GRIP                        6

DURABILITY         6

Provide your hands with a comfortable barrier 
against a moderate manual working lifestyle. 
The �tted design moves with your hands as you 
work, minimising the risk of snagging and 
making it a comfortably light glove to wear. 

info@dirtyrigger.com www.dirtyrigger.com +44 (0) 1480 494540



®

High-density foam
 padding in key areas

Double-layered
synthetic

leather

Eyelet hole 

COATS double
stitched
seams

Comfort Fit™ Rigger Glove
Comfortable durability

ALSO AVAILABLE
IN FINGERLESS

ALSO AVAILABLE
IN FRAMER

The above chart is intended only as a general 
comparison across the Dirty Rigger® range.

Provide your hands with a comfortable barrier 
against a moderate manual working lifestyle. 
The �tted design moves with your hands as you 
work, minimising the risk of snagging and 
making it a comfortably light glove to wear. 

DEXTERITY          7

GRIP                        6

DURABILITY         6

info@dirtyrigger.com www.dirtyrigger.com +44 (0) 1480 494540

Proud
British
Brand



®

Writable
ID tag 

Stretched 4 
way fabric

for increased
movement

Flexible
TPR knuckle

guard

Flexible TPR
�nger guards

ALSO AVAILABLE
IN FRAMER

Protector™ 2.0 Heavy Duty Rigger Glove
An arsenal of protection for your hands 

The above chart is intended only as a general 
comparison across the Dirty Rigger® range.

DURABILITY        10

DEXTERITY          7

GRIP                        8

The toughest and most advanced glove Dirty 
Rigger® has produced to date. Abrasion-resistant 
Armortex® on the palm-side of your hand 
provides protection against punctures, cuts, and 
abrasive surfaces with motion-�exible �nger and 
knuckle guards to help absorb impacts.

3 1 3 1

Proud
British
Brand
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®

Soft goat skin
leather palm

COATS 
double

stitched seams

Armortex® 
sheild High density 

foam padding
in key areas

Protector™ 2.0 Heavy Duty Rigger Glove
An arsenal of protection for your hands 

ALSO AVAILABLE
IN FRAMER

The above chart is intended only as a general 
comparison across the Dirty Rigger® range.

The toughest and most advanced glove Dirty 
Rigger® has produced to date. Abrasion-resistant 
Armortex® on the palm-side of your hand 
provides protection against punctures, cuts, and 
abrasive surfaces with motion-�exible �nger and 
knuckle guards to help absorb impacts.

DEXTERITY          7

GRIP                        8

DURABILITY        10

3 1 3 1

info@dirtyrigger.com www.dirtyrigger.com +44 (0) 1480 494540

Proud
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®

Rounded �ngertips
to prevent

splitting

Stretched 4 way 
fabric

for �exible
movement

Breathable 
Airprene
knuckle 
padding

Comfort Fit™ 0.5 High Dexterity Glove
Super-light touchscreen compatibility

The above chart is intended only as a general 
comparison across the Dirty Rigger® range.

DEXTERITY          8

GRIP                        6

DURABILITY         5

Almost unnoticeable at only 40g per glove the 
Comfort Fit™ 0.5 allows you to work comforta-
bly with an incredibly light and �exible barrier. 
Feel through the glove with incredible dexterity 
and virtually unrestricted movement thanks to 
a durable one-piece synthetic leather palm.  

Proud
British
Brand
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®

One piece
synthetic 

leather
layer 

Short, breathable 
wrist cu�

Touchscreen
compatible
�ngertips

Comfort Fit™ 0.5 High Dexterity Glove
Super-light touchscreen compatibility

The above chart is intended only as a general 
comparison across the Dirty Rigger® range.

DEXTERITY          8

GRIP                        6

DURABILITY         5

Almost unnoticeable at only 40g per glove the 
Comfort Fit™ 0.5 allows you to work comforta-
bly with an incredibly light and �exible barrier. 
Feel through the glove with incredible dexterity 
and virtually unrestricted movement thanks to 
a durable one-piece synthetic leather palm.  

info@dirtyrigger.com www.dirtyrigger.com +44 (0) 1480 494540

Proud
British
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®

Writable
ID tag 

Stretched 4 way 
fabric

for �exible
movement

Neoprene
knuckle 
padding

Rounded �ngertips
to prevent

splitting

Leather Grip™ Heavy Duty Rigger Glove
Your 3rd skin

ALSO AVAILABLE
IN FRAMER

The above chart is intended only as a general 
comparison across the Dirty Rigger® range.

DURABILITY         8

A raw grit workman’s glove. Specially selected, 
double-layered goat skin hide creates an 
exceptional defence for the palm of your hands. 
A one-piece palm base combines with an 
articulated second layer to allow optimum 
freedom of movement as you work. 

DEXTERITY          7

GRIP                        7

Proud
British
Brand
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®

High-density foam 
padding in key areas

Double-layered
soft goat skin

leather

Eyelet
hole

Leather Grip™ Heavy Duty Rigger Glove
Your 3rd skin

COATS double
stitched
seams

ALSO AVAILABLE
IN FRAMER

The above chart is intended only as a general 
comparison across the Dirty Rigger® range.

DURABILITY         8

A raw grit workman’s glove. Specially selected, 
double-layered goat skin hide creates an 
exceptional defence for the palm of your hands. 
A one-piece palm base combines with an 
articulated second layer to allow optimum 
freedom of movement as you work. 

DEXTERITY          7

GRIP                        7

info@dirtyrigger.com www.dirtyrigger.com +44 (0) 1480 494540

Proud
British
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®

Writable
ID tag 

Breathable 
mesh
back

Breathable Airprene
knuckle padding

Rounded �ngertips
to prevent

splitting

Hand cooling air�ow is maximised through 
low-contact areas on the back of the glove. High 
ventilation materials encourage air to refresh 
your hands as you move, drawing heat away 
from the core. 

The above chart is intended only as a general 
comparison across the Dirty Rigger® range.

Venta-Cool™ Summer Rigger Glove
Ventilated summer rigger glove

DEXTERITY          7

GRIP                        6

DURABILITY         6

Proud
British
Brand

info@dirtyrigger.com www.dirtyrigger.com +44 (0) 1480 494540



®

High-density foam
padding in key areas

Perforated
palm for

extra
breathability

Easy
pull-on 

tabCOATS double
stitched
seams

Venta-Cool™ Summer Rigger Glove
Ventilated summer rigger glove

Hand cooling air�ow is maximised through 
low-contact areas on the back of the glove. High 
ventilation materials encourage air to refresh 
your hands as you move, drawing heat away 
from the core. 

DEXTERITY          7

GRIP                        6

DURABILITY         6

The above chart is intended only as a general 
comparison across the Dirty Rigger® range.

info@dirtyrigger.com www.dirtyrigger.com +44 (0) 1480 494540

Proud
British
Brand
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®

Rated to 250°C
 for up to 15 seconds

Writable
ID tag 

DuPont™ 
Nomex® heat 

resistant 
back

DuPont™ Nomex® heat 
resistant lining

Phoenix™ Heat Resistant Glove
Hands-on heat protection

The above chart is intended only as a general 
comparison across the Dirty Rigger® range.

World class DuPont™ Nomex® lining encases 
your hands in a heat and �ame resistant 
barricade throughout the glove. Rated to 250°C 
for up to 15 seconds, the Phoenix™ provides a 
skin-protecting barrier when working with high 
temperature items. 

DEXTERITY          7

GRIP                        7

DURABILITY         7

Proud
British
Brand

X 2 X X X X



®

DuPont™ Kevlar®
double stitched 

seams

High density padding in
key wear areas

Double
layered heat

resistant
leather 

Eyelet
hole

Phoenix™ Heat Resistant Glove
Hands-on heat protection

The above chart is intended only as a general 
comparison across the Dirty Rigger® range.

World class DuPont™ Nomex® lining encases 
your hands in a heat and �ame resistant 
barricade throughout the glove. Rated to 250°C 
for up to 15 seconds, the Phoenix™ provides a 
skin-protecting barrier when working with high 
temperature items. DURABILITY         7

DEXTERITY          7

GRIP                        7

X 2 X X X X

info@dirtyrigger.com www.dirtyrigger.com +44 (0) 1480 494540

Proud
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®

Breathable
mesh back

Writable
ID tag 

Stretched 4 way 
fabric

for �exible
movement

Breathable Airprene
knuckle padding

Rope Ops™ Rope Glove
Ultimate grip, controlled �y

The above chart is intended only as a general 
comparison across the Dirty Rigger® range.

These gloves have been extensively tried and 
tested for rope access use across a wide range 
of industries from theatrical to rescue services. 
The articulated Armortex® rope channel 
provides incredible abrasion resistance and �y 
control. 

DEXTERITY          8

GRIP                        8

DURABILITY         8

Proud
British
Brand

3 1 2 2
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®

Soft goat skin
leather  

Eyelet
hole

Armortex® rope
channel

COATS 
double

stitched seams

Rope Ops™ Rope Glove
Ultimate grip, controlled �y

The above chart is intended only as a general 
comparison across the Dirty Rigger® range.

These gloves have been extensively tried and 
tested for rope access use across a wide range 
of industries from theatrical to rescue services. 
The articulated Armortex® rope channel 
provides incredible abrasion resistance and �y 
control. 

DEXTERITY          8

GRIP                        8

DURABILITY         8

3 1 2 2

info@dirtyrigger.com www.dirtyrigger.com +44 (0) 1480 494540

Proud
British
Brand



®

Breathable
Airprene
knuckle 
padding

Writable
ID tag 

Stretched 4 way 
fabric

for �exible
movement

Rounded �ngertips
to prevent

splitting

SlimFit™ Rigger Glove
Smaller gloves for smaller hands

The above chart is intended only as a general 
comparison across the Dirty Rigger® range.

If you often �nd rigger gloves too baggy, then 
the SlimFit™ range could be just what you’re 
looking for. Breathable and light, these gloves 
o�er exceptional all day comfort. The synethetic 
leather palm combines with durable embossed 
leather to provide excellent multi-surface grip. 

DEXTERITY          7

GRIP                        7

DURABILITY         7

Proud
British
Brand

info@dirtyrigger.com www.dirtyrigger.com +44 (0) 1480 494540



®

Easy pull-on tab

COATS double
stitched
seams

Extra padding
In key areas

Embossed 
leather for
extra grip

SlimFit™ Rigger Glove
Smaller gloves for smaller hands

The above chart is intended only as a general 
comparison across the Dirty Rigger® range.

DEXTERITY          7

GRIP                        7

DURABILITY         7

If you often �nd rigger gloves too baggy, then 
the SlimFit™ range could be just what you’re 
looking for. Breathable and light, these gloves 
o�er exceptional all day comfort. The synethetic 
leather palm combines with durable embossed 
leather to provide excellent multi-surface grip. 

info@dirtyrigger.com www.dirtyrigger.com +44 (0) 1480 494540

Proud
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®

Writable
ID tag 

DuPont™ Kevlar® 
lining throughout

Stretched 4 
way fabric

for increased
movement

Neoprene
knuckle
padding

Armortex®
sheild

Armordillo™ Cut Resistant Glove
A level 2 cut resistant glove

The above chart is intended only as a general 
comparison across the Dirty Rigger® range.

DURABILITY         8

DEXTERITY          6

GRIP                        7

Proud
British
Brand

An abrasion, tear, puncture and cut resistant 
glove. The Armordillo™ comes fully lined with 
world renowned DuPont™ Kevlar®.  Your palms 
are protected with puncture resistant, 
double-layered goat skin and abrasion resistant 
Armortex® plates on key risk areas. 

info@dirtyrigger.com www.dirtyrigger.com +44 (0) 1480 494540



®

Double-layered, 
puncture resistant 

leather palm

info@dirtyrigger.com www.dirtyrigger.com +44 (0) 1480 494540

COATS 
double

stitched seams

Armortex® 
sheild High-density 

foam padding
in key areas

Armordillo™ Cut Resistant Glove
A level 2 cut resistant glove

The above chart is intended only as a general 
comparison across the Dirty Rigger® range.

An abrasion, tear, puncture and cut resistant 
glove. The Armordillo™ comes fully lined with 
world renowned DuPont™ Kevlar®.  Your palms 
are protected with puncture resistant, 
double-layered goat skin and abrasion resistant 
Armortex® plates on key risk areas. 

DEXTERITY          6

GRIP                        7

DURABILITY         8

Proud
British
Brand



®

Writable
ID tag 

Stretched 4 way 
fabric

for �exible
movement

 Neoprene
knuckle padding

Rounded �ngertips
to prevent

splitting

ProGrip™ Rigger Glove
High-grip workman’s glove

The above chart is intended only as a general 
comparison across the Dirty Rigger® range.

DEXTERITY          8

GRIP                       10

Lock-on with a silicone embossed tread on the 
palm and �ngers. The HexaGrip™ pattern 
provides exceptional �exibility and grips onto 
most cables, metals and plastics even in wet 
weather. DURABILITY         5

Proud
British
Brand

info@dirtyrigger.com www.dirtyrigger.com +44 (0) 1480 494540



®

Silicone HexaGrip™
  palm   

Short style 
breathable
wrist cu�

ProGrip™ Rigger Glove
High-grip workman’s glove

The above chart is intended only as a general 
comparison across the Dirty Rigger® range.

Lock-on with a silicone embossed tread on the 
palm and �ngers. The HexaGrip™ pattern 
provides exceptional �exibility and grips onto 
most cables, metals and plastics even in wet 
weather. 

DEXTERITY          8

GRIP                       10

DURABILITY         5

info@dirtyrigger.com www.dirtyrigger.com +44 (0) 1480 494540

Proud
British
Brand



®

Stretched 4 way
fabric for �exible

movement

Writable
ID tag 

140 lumen
LED torch

Hidden
battery

compartment

i-Lume

GlowMan™ LED Light Glove
On-hand LED illumination

The above chart is intended only as a general 
comparison across the Dirty Rigger® range.

DURABILITY         5

DEXTERITY          8

GRIP                        6

A super bright, thumb-mounted LED provides a 
140 lumen output to aid your vision in low-light 
situations. Shock and water resistant, the 
i-Lume LED technology reduces the need for 
handheld torches and helps you remain 
working with both hands safely and e�ectively.

Proud
British
Brand
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®

Synethetic leather
palm

Touchscreen
compatible
�ngertips

Extra padding in
key wear areas

Long style
wrist cu�

COATS double
stitched
seams

GlowMan™ LED Light Glove
On-hand LED illumination

i-Lume

The above chart is intended only as a general 
comparison across the Dirty Rigger® range.

DURABILITY         5

A super bright, thumb-mounted LED provides a 
140 lumen output to aid your vision in low-light 
situations. Shock and water resistant, the 
i-Lume LED technology reduces the need for 
handheld torches and helps you remain 
working with both hands safely and e�ectively.

DEXTERITY          8

GRIP                        6

info@dirtyrigger.com www.dirtyrigger.com +44 (0) 1480 494540

Proud
British
Brand



®

The above chart is intended only as a general 
comparison across the Dirty Rigger® range.

DEXTERITY          7

GRIP                        6

DURABILITY         6

®

Stretched 4 Way 
fabric

for �exible
movement

High-density-foam
knuckle padding 

Motion-�exible
�nger-knuckle guards

SubZer0™ Cold Weather Rigger Glove
Breathable insulation for winter climate riggers

A 40gsm insulating �eece lining and a 
breathable, water-resistant membrane help 
warm your hands right to the �ngertips in 
subzero, high-wind conditions. Lock out the 
elements with a 6cm (2”) adjustable cu�. 

GRIP                        7

DURABILITY         8

DEXTERITY          6

Proud
British
Brand

Insulating
�eece 
lining

throughout

Waterproof 
lining

throughout

info@dirtyrigger.com www.dirtyrigger.com +44 (0) 1480 494540



®

COATS double
stitched
seams

DEXTERITY          7

GRIP                        6

DURABILITY         6

The above chart is intended only as a general 
comparison across the Dirty Rigger® range.

®

High-density foam
 padding in key areas

Ultra-grip 
material 

Extended
cu�

SubZer0™ Cold Weather Rigger Glove
Breathable insulation for winter climate riggers

A 40gsm insulating �eece lining and a 
breathable, water-resistant membrane help 
warm your hands right to the �ngertips in 
subzero, high-wind conditions. Lock out the 
elements with a 6cm (2”) adjustable cu�. 

GRIP                        7

DURABILITY         8

DEXTERITY          6

info@dirtyrigger.com www.dirtyrigger.com +44 (0) 1480 494540

Proud
British
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®

Ga�er Holder
An extra hand by your side

Lightweight 
aluminium 
snap hook

Multi-purpose strap

Adjustable strap 
provides up to a 

70cm circumference

Quick-release buckle

Acting as a tool leash, the Ga�er Holder quickly and securely o�ers an accessible 
strap for holding tools, clamps, bags and, its original design intention – ga�er 

tape. The quick release buckle allows for single handed use, while the adjustable 
strap provides up to a 70cm circumference for larger items.

Ga�er roll not included. General use only. Not intended for working at height or fall arrest.Ga�er roll not included. General use only. Not intended for working at height or fall arrest.

info@dirtyrigger.com www.dirtyrigger.com +44 (0) 1480 494540

Proud
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®

4 socket sizes, all constructed from solid steel and coated in an ultra-tough 
nickle chrome plating. Fully compatible with Dirty Rigger® Tool Lanyards, the 

4-in-1 Podger is an essential piece of equipment for any rigger.

Metric podger wrench socket sizes - 17, 19, 21 and 24mm
Imperial podger wrench socket sizes - 15/16 inch hex, 3/4 inch hex, 1/2 inch 

square and 7/8 inch hex

24cm short
 handle design

Four socket sizes

Nickle chrome
 plating

Total size 24cm (L) x 6.7cm 
(W) x 3.6cm (D)

Solid steel 
construction

Lanyard loop
hole

4-in-1 Podger Ratchet
A sold steel combination podger

Proud
British
Brand

info@dirtyrigger.com www.dirtyrigger.com +44 (0) 1480 494540



®

Podger/Tool Lanyard
The lanyard rede�ned

Anodised aluminium
 alloy carabiner clip 

with captive eye, 360° 
rotation and self locking 

mechanism.

128cm extended length

Suitable for most
 podgers or tools with 

small eyelets

Black/transparent 
low pro�le design

Dirty Rigger® lanyard 
& mini loop set 

Wire coil design
 to reduce unstretched

 lanyard length

70cm unstretched length

Fitted with the innovative Dirty Rigger® Mini Loop, the new Podger/Tool 
Lanyard has been designed to be compatible with most hand-held manual 
tools, especially those with super-small eyelets, just like the Dirty Rigger® 

Podger.

Podger shown for demonstration purposes only and not included.

Maximum working 
load 1kg / 2.2lbs

Proud
British
Brand

info@dirtyrigger.com www.dirtyrigger.com +44 (0) 1480 494540



®

Podger Holster
The handy little pocket for your Podger

Durable 1200 denier 
nylon polyester 

construction

Moulded EVA 
foam helps maintain 

holster shaping

On the back:
Belt clip & belt loop 

for your preferred
 attachment 

Keep your podger right by your side with the Dirty Rigger® Podger Holster. 
Tidy and discreet, the holster is designed to �t the Dirty Rigger® 4-in-1 

Podger and most other podgers of equal size.

Podger shown for demonstration purposes only and not included.

info@dirtyrigger.com www.dirtyrigger.com +44 (0) 1480 494540
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6mm eyelet

So simple, yet it’s indispensable. Cut from 4mm hardened steel, it’s one of the 
toughest multi-tools of its kind on the market. 14 separate tools remain 
instantly available, with every one designed around some of the most 

common needs in the professional rigging industry.

7mm m6
square nut
7mm M6

square nut

23mm
M14

3/4”

Wire stripper

Bottle opener

3/8“

1/2”

4mm eyelet

Wire stripper

18mm m10

Wingnut
spanner

20mm M12

Barndoor
 tool

Multi-Tool
14 tools in one hand

info@dirtyrigger.com www.dirtyrigger.com +44 (0) 1480 494540

Proud
British
Brand



®

LED Chest Rig
Keep your tools close to your chest

Front pocket 
with closure �ap

Integrated 
140 lumen 

shock/water 
resistant LED

Button-lock 
two-way radio 

pocket

Fully adjustable 
shoulder and 
torso straps

Zip-lock 
central pocket 

Strap-mounted 
D-ring for 
additional 

attachments

Store your essentials on this light weight, compact Chest Rig with integrated 
140 lumen LED. Water and shock resistant, the multi-function light source is 
easily removed for hand-held use and comes complete with a replaceable 

battery pack.

Pen holder

Proud
British
Brand

Chest Rig contents & accessories not included. 

info@dirtyrigger.com www.dirtyrigger.com +44 (0) 1480 494540



®

Tech Pouch 2.0

An abrasion and puncture-resistant 4mm rubber base helps prevent pointed 
tools from piercing through the bottom of the pouch. Help keep your 
equipment organised with a 2.5ltr master pocket and 5 slip-in pockets 

positioned around the inner walls.

On the back:
50mm

 belt loop

Inside: 2.5ltr main
 storage pocket

1 of 4 instant access 
outer pockets  

1 of 4 steel d-rings
 for additional 
attachments

Inside: 5 slip-in 
pockets 

Screwdriver 
pass-through

Side 
mounted 

grab handle

Rugged 600×600 
denier nylon 
construction

The essentials riggers tool pouch

Tool bag contents & accessories not included. 

info@dirtyrigger.com www.dirtyrigger.com +44 (0) 1480 494540
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Tool Belt
Ventilated tool belt

Allow your waist to breathe with Dirty Rigger® multi-layered material 
construction. The padded 3D internally-breathable mesh provides excellent 

ventilation throughout the belt, minimising uncomfortable under-belt sweat. 

5cm (2”) belt

Internally-breathable 
mesh for ventilation

Quick release 
buckle

Adjust to �t 
sizes 30”-42”

info@dirtyrigger.com www.dirtyrigger.com +44 (0) 1480 494540
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®

Padded Utility Belt
Breathable, padded tool belt

Spread the load with an extra wide 12.7cm (5”) padded belt-back, lined with a 
breathable mesh and specially selected foam for optimum all-day comfort. 
Move freely as the belt narrows at the front and sides, minimising bulk and 

restriction of movement.

Breathable 
mesh 

for ventilation

Outer belt strap – 
5cm wide

1 of 4 repositionable
 D-rings for extra

 attachments

Narrower sides 
and front for 
freedom of 
movement

Extra wide 5 
inch padded 

back 

Heavy duty, 
quick release 

belt buckle

Adjust to �t 
sizes 30”- 42”

Proud
British
Brand
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®

Pro-Pocket™ 2.0
Instant access, verticle storage

On top:
Integrated accessory

 loop with snap 
hook included

Detachable 
26cm accessory loop

1 of 3 open 
bottom

tool pockets

Side-mounted
 D-ring

On back:
Easy on/o� 

belt �ap 

Side-mounted 
podger pocket

Low pro�le, light weight and extremely durable. The Pro-Pocket™ 
2.0 has a unique layout design which enables it to hold a 

professional’s must-have tools and necessities, with minimal bulk.

Inner tool
pocket

Tool bag contents & accessories not included. 

info@dirtyrigger.com www.dirtyrigger.com +44 (0) 1480 494540
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®

Pro-Pocket™ XT
More tools, minimal bulk

The Pro-Pocket™ XT provides a tool storage solution which falls between the 
Pro-Pocket™ 2.0 and the Tech Pouch / Tech Pouch 2.0 for storage capacity. While still 

relatively compact, it’s innovative internal and external layout provides an 
impressive level of tool storage with minimal bulk.

Vertical storage, 
quick-access layout

Constructed from 
durable 1200×1200

 denier nylon polyester

Internal
 smart phone 
compartment

On the back:
Belt clip & belt

 loop for 
preferred 

attachment

Headphone cable
 pass-through

Detachable 
27cm accessory 

loop

1 of 2 external, 
instant-access 

elasticated tool 
loops

Inside:
2 x vertical tool

 slots mounted in
 each compartment

Inner tool 
compartment

Tool bag contents & accessories not included. 

Proud
British
Brand
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®

Carpet Crawler™
Tidy cables help make safer cables

1 meter / 3.3ft long
 inter-connecting 

sections

High visibility 
black/yellow or 

plain black styles

Rolls up when 
not in use

Repositionable
grippers

Extremely durable 
700 denier polyester

 construction 

Highly visible 
hazard design

Designed to work 
with most types 

of carpet

Help make people aware of your cables and help minimise trip hazards with 
the Dirty Rigger® Carpet Crawler™. Simply lay over loose cables and secure 

using the carpet grippers running along each edge. Inter-connecting tabs on 
each Carpet Crawler™ allow you to link an unlimited number together. 

All black version also available
Fire retardant version available on request

Intended for use on carpeted areas only. 
Always test before use to ensure a secure carpet grip is achievable.

Proud
British
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Hoodie: Zip-Up
Dirty Rigger® Iconic Hoodie

100% cotton zip-up riggers hoodie. Built to the usual Dirty Rigger® high 
quality standard. Also available in a pull over style.

View our full rig wear line on our website.
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Twin front
pockets

Embroidered
scratching
man logo

Zip-up style

Hoodie 
pull-cord

100% soft-touch 
cotton 
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Signature Series T-Shirts
An all new design from Dirty Rigger®

Colour Options:
Black T-shirt with black logo on breast pocket.
Black T-shirt with grey logo on breast pocket.

Black T-shirt with yellow logo on breast pocket.

View our full rig wear line on our website.

Longline 
design

on back

Slim �t
design

Embroidered
 logo on Chest

Crew neck

95% cotton
5% elastane 
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Mini Product Brochure 2018

®
Add your logo

onto the wrist strapAdd/remove/change
nylon side tab 

Match the stitching
to your corporate

colours

Customise the 
piping colour to
match your logo

Make it your own...

Everything in the Dirty Rigger® 
range can be fully customised, 

from the colour of our stitching to 
the wrist strap, and even the 

packaging. We do it all for you; 
providing design support and 

constant updates right through to 
delivery. You can select an existing 

item from our range, or create a 
product from scratch – we are 
completely �exible on design 

ideas.

Customise your Dirty Rigger®
Customise any item in our range
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For  our  ful l  range 
please scan the code 
to visit our website.. .

info@dirtyrigger.com
www.dirtyrigger.com
+44 (0) 1480 494540

Dirty Rigger® is a registered trademark of Le Mark Group Ltd.

Although we make all reasonable e�orts to ensure the accuracy of information shown at time of 
print, we recommend contacting us for up to date product information prior to ordering.
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